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Abstract 

Postsynaptic scaffold proteins immobilise neurotransmitter receptors in the synaptic 

membrane opposite to presynaptic vesicle release sites, thus ensuring efficient synaptic 

transmission. At inhibitory synapses in the spinal cord, the main scaffold protein gephyrin 

assembles in dense molecule clusters that provide binding sites for glycine receptors (GlyRs). 

Gephyrin and GlyRs can also interact outside of synapses where they form receptor-scaffold 

complexes. While several models for the formation of postsynaptic scaffold domains in the 

presence of receptor-scaffold interactions have been advanced, a clear picture of the coupled 

dynamics of receptors and scaffold proteins at synapses is lacking. 

To characterise the GlyR and gephyrin dynamics at inhibitory synapses we performed 

fluorescence time-lapse imaging after photoconversion in order to directly visualise the 

exchange kinetics of recombinant Dendra2-gephyrin in cultured spinal cord neurons. 

Immuno-immobilisation of endogenous GlyRs with specific antibodies abolished their lateral 

diffusion in the plasma membrane, as judged by the lack of fluorescence recovery after 

photobleaching. Moreover, the crosslinking of GlyRs significantly reduced the exchange of 

Dendra2-gephyrin compared to control conditions, suggesting that the kinetics of the synaptic 

gephyrin pool is strongly dependent on GlyR-gephyrin interactions. We did not observe any 

change in the total synaptic gephyrin levels after GlyR crosslinking, however, indicating that 

the number of gephyrin molecules at synapses is not primarily dependent on the exchange of 

GlyR-gephyrin complexes.  

We further show that our experimental data can be quantitatively accounted for by a model of 

receptor-scaffold dynamics that includes a tightly interacting receptor-scaffold domain, as 

well as more loosely bound receptor and scaffold populations that exchange with 

extrasynaptic pools. The model can make predictions for single molecule data such as typical 

dwell times of synaptic proteins. Taken together, our data demonstrate the reciprocal 

stabilisation of GlyRs and gephyrin at inhibitory synapses and provide a quantitative 

understanding of their dynamic organisation. 

 

Statement of significance 

The efficiency of signal transmission between neurons depends strongly on the number of 

available neurotransmitter receptors in the postsynaptic membrane. Postsynaptic scaffold 

proteins provide binding sites for receptors, thus setting the gain of synaptic transmission. 
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However, the importance of receptor-scaffold interactions for the stability of the postsynaptic 

scaffold itself has received relatively little attention. Using time-lapse imaging of glycine 

receptors and gephyrin scaffolds at inhibitory synapses in spinal cord neurons together with 

biophysical modelling, we show that receptor mobility controls the exchange but not the total 

number of gephyrin molecules at the synapse, and predict that glycine receptors and gephyrin 

scaffolds dynamically organise into different subpopulations with varying degrees of 

reciprocal stabilisation. 

 

Introduction 

The postsynaptic scaffold at inhibitory synapses is characterised by the presence of dense 

clusters of gephyrin molecules that provide binding sites for inhibitory glycine receptors 

(GlyR) and GABA type A receptors (GABAARs), as well as other synaptic components such 

as collybistin and neuroligin-2 (reviewed in (1)). Gephyrin has a particularly strong 

interaction with the intracellular domain of the b-subunit of the GlyR with a KD in the 

nanomolar range (2-5)). The presence of the b-subunit is therefore essential to anchor the 

pentameric GlyR complex in the postsynaptic membrane (6, 7). Gephyrin is also involved in 

the forward trafficking of GlyRs towards the plasma membrane (8, 9), where it remains 

associated with the receptor due to the high affinity of the GlyRb-gephyrin interaction (7, 10).  

In addition to receptor-scaffold interactions, the stability of inhibitory synapses is also 

dependent on scaffold-scaffold interactions. The basic unit of soluble gephyrin is a trimer, 

formed by homomeric interactions between the N-terminal domains (G-domains) of gephyrin 

(11, 12). Furthermore, the C-terminal domains of gephyrin (E-domains) can under certain 

conditions form dimers (2, 13, 14) that are thought to be required for synaptic clustering (15) 

(discussed in (1)).  

The different molecular states of GlyRs and gephyrin are engaged in a dynamic equilibrium 

that can be largely accounted for by receptor-gephyrin and gephyrin-gephyrin interactions 

(10). In support of this view, expression of gephyrin and GlyRs in non-neuronal cells is 

sufficient to drive the spontaneous formation of membrane-associated gephyrin aggregates 

that resemble postsynaptic domains (e.g. (16, 17)). Several models have been put forward to 

explain the formation of stable gephyrin domains arising from receptor-scaffold interactions 

(17-20).  
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Based on thermodynamic considerations, Sekimoto and Triller proposed a mechanism of 

phase separation between a condensed domain (phase) at synapses and a delocalised phase 

with lower receptor and gephyrin concentrations in the extrasynaptic space (18). 

Haselwandter and colleagues treated the GlyR and gephyrin populations as a reaction-

diffusion system and proposed that postsynaptic domains are formed by a Turing-like 

instability (17, 21). More recently, we hypothesised that gephyrin domains are in a non-

equilibrium stationary state where the desorption of synaptic gephyrin proteins into the 

cytoplasm is balanced by the capture of diffusing GlyR-gephyrin complexes (19, 20). In this 

project, we set out to put these different ideas to the test by directly measuring the exchange 

dynamics of GlyRs and gephyrin at synapses using population measurements based on 

photoconversion and time-lapse imaging in cultured spinal cord neurons. 

 

Methods 

Neuron culture and lentivirus infection 

Primary spinal cord neurons of Sprague-Dawley rat embryos at embryonic stage E14 were 

cultured as described previously (22). Neurons were plated and grown on 18 mm diameter 

glass coverslips in Neurobasal medium containing complement B27, 2 mM glutamine, 5 U/ml 

penicillin and 5 µg/ml streptomycin at 37°C and 5% CO2. Half of the culture medium was 

replaced twice a week with BrainPhys medium containing SM1 and antibiotics. Cultures were 

infected at day in vitro 3 or 4 (DIV3-4) with lentivirus (15 µl per coverslip) driving the 

expression of Dendra2-gephyrin or Dendra2-GlyRa1 (see Supplementary Methods), and used 

for experiments between DIV13 and DIV16.  

 

Antibody crosslinking and live imaging 

Before each experiment, the coverslips were rinsed in warm Tyrode solution (120 mM NaCl, 

2.5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, 25 mM glucose, 5 mM pyruvate and 25 mM 

HEPES, pH 7.4) and placed on a heating plate at 37°C. GlyRs were immuno-immobilised by 

incubating the cultured spinal cord neurons with primary rabbit anti-GlyRa1 antibody 

(custom-made, 1:100 dilution in Tyrode solution) for 10 minutes, rinsed twice, and incubated 

for another 10 minutes with Alexa Fluor 647 or Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated secondary 

antibodies (A647-coupled donkey anti-rabbit, A488 goat anti-rabbit, Jackson, 1:100). 

Coverslips were rinsed again, mounted in an imaging chamber on the microscope stage, and 
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imaged for up to one hour (typically 35-40 min) at 37°C in Tyrode solution. Temperature and 

humidity were maintained using a H301-T-UNIT-BL-PLUS temperature control unit 

(Okolab). Whenever direct control experiments were carried out (data in Fig. 3 and S5), all 

coverslips were treated in the same way, using Tyrode solution without antibodies in the 

control condition. 

 

Photoconversion and time-lapse image acquisition 

To determine the most suitable fluorophore for the photoconversion experiments, we 

compared the behaviour of different photoconvertible fluorescent proteins (Dendra2, mEos2, 

mEos4b) in COS-7 cells (Fig. S1). We noticed a strong increase of the fluorescence intensity 

of non-converted mEos2 and mEos4b in response to low intensity UV illumination. This 

photochromism of the Eos fluorophores introduces a non-linearity in the intensity 

measurements that complicates data analysis. We therefore chose Dendra2 for our 

experiments, since this fluorophore was the least affected by photochromic effects. 

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and fluorescence decay after 

photoconversion (FDAP) was carried out in cultured spinal cord neurons expressing Dendra2-

tagged gephyrin or GlyRs. Images were acquired on an inverted Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope 

equipped with a perfect focus system (Nikon), a 100x oil-immersion objective (Nikon 

Apochromat, NA 1.49), a 1.5x magnifying lens, a module for focusing the laser beam (Ti-

FRAP, Nikon, spot size ~1 µm2), and an EMCCD camera (Andor iXon Ultra, 512 x 512 

pixels). For wide-field imaging, neurons were illuminated with a Solis-1C LED lamp 

(Thorlabs, set at 1000 mA) using specific excitation band-pass filters (485/20 nm, 560/25 nm, 

650/13 nm, Semrock), a multi-band dichroic mirror (410/504/582/669 nm), and the 

appropriate emission filters (440/40 nm, 525/30 nm, 607/36 nm, 684/24 nm). 

Photoconversion of Dendra2-gephyrin and Dendra2-GlyRa1 was done with a 405 nm laser 

(Obis Coherent, 120 mW). Alternatively, GlyRs that were immuno-immobilised and labelled 

with A488 (data in Fig. 2) were photobleached using a 488 nm laser (Obis Coherent, 150 

mW). The intensity of the laser pulse was controlled by an acousto-optic tunable filter 

(AOTF) and introduced through an optical fibre via the upper filter turret of the microscope 

using a multi-band dichroic mirror (405/488/543/635 nm) that was positioned in the light path 

only during laser illumination.  
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Photoconversion and acquisition parameters for time-lapse imaging were set in fixed neurons 

expressing Dendra2-gephyrin (Fig. S2). Images were acquired with NIS Elements software 

(Nikon) according to the following sequence: a single image was taken in the far red channel, 

followed by three pairs of images every 10 seconds in the red and the green channels 

(baseline before FRAP/FDAP). Then, the 405 nm or 488 nm laser pulse was applied, after 

which a further sixteen images were taken at regular intervals (10 s in fixed neurons) in the 

red and the green channels, followed by one final image in the far red channel. In live cell 

experiments, time-lapse images in the green and the red channels were acquired every 2 

minutes or every 15 seconds with 200 ms exposure using a neutral density filter (ND 8) to 

obtain the best compromise between image quality, temporal resolution and bleaching. 

Photobleaching in fixed samples was below 0.4% per acquired image in the green channel 

prior to FRAP/FDAP, and no further bleaching was detected after photoconversion in both 

channels throughout the recording (Fig. S2). The laser intensity was adjusted to maximise the 

rate of photoconversion. Application of a single 405 nm pulse (5% of the maximal laser 

output, 500 ms) reduced the average intensity of the green fluorescence in the targeted area 

(~1 µm2 spot) close to background levels (approx. 50% of the baseline before FRAP/FDAP), 

while producing large gains in red fluorescence (about 300 a.u. above background in fixed 

samples). In the GlyR crosslinking experiments with A488-conjugated secondary antibodies, 

the dyes were bleached with a single pulse of a 488 nm laser (20% intensity, 1 s).  

 

Image processing and data analysis 

FRAP/FDAP image stacks were separated by channel. Seven areas of 9 x 9 pixels (106 nm 

pixel size, i.e. squares of ~1 µm2) were chosen in the green channel: one covering the synapse 

that was targeted by photoconversion (FRAP/FDAP), three synaptic puncta close to the centre 

of the image (near controls) and three synaptic puncta far from the centre (far controls). Two 

additional zones of variable dimensions were defined: one on the soma or on a segment of 

dendrite as a measure of the diffuse level of fluorescence of the neuron (background), and 

another outside the cell to determine the non-specific fluorescence (offset). The selected 

points were tracked automatically using Openview software (Noam Ziv, Technion, Israel 

Institute of Technology), applying a manual correction if the position of the spot was lost after 

photoconversion. The average fluorescence intensity of the tracked spots (9 x 9 pixels) was 

measured in each channel (Fig. S2). 
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Data curation of the live Dendra2-gephyrin experiments: In order to homogenize the 

distribution of the initial fluorescence of the selected FRAP/FDAP spots between control and 

immuno-immobilised conditions, we excluded outliers in the control condition for which the 

average intensity in the green channel before FRAP/FDAP exceeded 3000 a.u. (the maximum 

pre-FRAP/FDAP intensity observed in the immuno-immobilised condition was 2490 a.u.). 

This is equivalent to requiring that intensities lie within 3.5 median absolute deviations 

(MAD) of the median for the control condition, where 5 of 57 recordings were rejected based 

on this criterion. We furthermore excluded recordings in which the application of the 

FRAP/FDAP laser pulse did not produce a significant drop in fluorescence in the green 

channel. Specifically, we required that the intensity drop relative to the average pre-

FRAP/FDAP intensity exceeded the baseline fluctuations of fluorescence intensity by a factor 

of four, where the size of the fluctuations was quantified by the standard deviation of the 

intensity measured in the three images taken before the pulse. In the control (immuno-

immobilised) condition, this led to the exclusion of another four (two) recordings.  

FRAP data analysis: In a pilot experiment with Dendra2-gephyrin in living neurons, we 

observed that low intensity 405 nm light triggered a slight increase of the green fluorescence 

intensity (Fig. S3), a behaviour that had not been seen in fixed samples (Fig. S1, S2). This 

photochromism was factored out by normalising the recovery data with the near control 

puncta. We applied the following normalisation procedure: First, the intensity !raw(&) of each 

FRAP spot was corrected by a multiplicative factor ((&) that accounts for the time-dependent 

overactivation of the near control puncta, and was determined as the average intensity of all 

near control puncta at time & divided by the average intensity of all near control puncta in the 

three images taken before FRAP. The corrected intensity !corr(&) = !raw(&)/((&) was then 

normalised and rescaled relative to its pre-FRAP average !pre and immediate post-FRAP value 

!0 according to !norm(&) = (!corr(&) − !3	)/(!pre − !3	). We then used a two-parameter 

exponential fit to characterise the observed FRAP dynamics (see Statistics and fitting). 

FDAP data analysis: We normalised and rescaled the fluorescence intensity !(&) in the red 

channel to its pre-FDAP average !pre and immediate post-FDAP value !0 according to 

!norm(&) = (!(&) − !567	)/(!0 − !567	). The intensity of the converted spot in the first image 

after the 405 nm pulse was about 15% higher than in all subsequent images, both in fixed and 

live samples, a likely consequence of 560/25 nm excitation of newly converted Dendra2 

fluorophores. We accounted for this overactivation by including an additional offset 8off in the 

exponential fit of the FDAP dynamics (see below). 
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Combination of FRAP and FDAP data: In the stationary state and in the absence of 

imaging artefacts, nonlinearities etc., the average, normalised FRAP signal should follow the 

same dynamics as the average, normalised FDAP signal, with FDAPtheoretical(&) = 1 −

FRAPtheoretical(&). To make use of both FRAP and FDAP data in our theoretical model, we 

therefore fitted our model (Fig. 5) to averages of the FRAP and FDAP traces, where we 

corrected the FDAP data for the overactivation at & = 0	min using the offset that best fitted 

the experimental data (see below): FRAPdata,combined(&) = GFRAPdata(&) + 1 −

FDAPdata,corr(&)I/2, with FDAPdata,corr(&) = FDAPdata(&)/(1 − 8off). 

 

Statistics and fitting 

Data are given in mean ± standard deviation (SD) or standard error of the mean (SEM) as 

indicated. Pairwise comparison of intensity data of synaptic puncta (Fig. 4) was done using a 

non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test (two-tailed).  

Fits were performed in Python using the curve_fit routine from the scipy.optimize 

module, a standard implementation of the least-sum-of-squares fit routine. To extract 

characteristic timescales of fluorescence recovery and decay, as well as associated stable 

fractions, FRAP and FDAP curves were respectively fitted with the following functions: For 

normalised FRAP intensity, we used FRAP(&) = 	 (1 − 8KLMNO7)	P1 − Q
RSTU, with characteristic 

time constant t and stable fraction 8KLMNO7, whereas for normalised FDAP intensity, we 

introduced an additional offset 8off	to account for the observed overactivation in the first time 

frame after photoconversion, and used FDAP(&) = 	 (1 − 8VWW	) X8stable + (1 − 8stable)	Q
RSTZ.  
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Results 

Exchange kinetics of GlyRs at synapses in spinal cord neurons 

An experimental FRAP/FDAP protocol was established to simultaneously quantify the 

recruitment and the loss of GlyRs and gephyrin at inhibitory synapses (see Methods, Fig. S2, 

S3). Receptors and scaffold proteins were tagged with the photoconvertible fluorophore 

Dendra2 and expressed in cultured spinal cord neurons using lentivirus infection. Dendra2 

was photoconverted with a 405 nm laser focussed on a single synaptic punctum, followed by 

time-lapse imaging to record the fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) of the 

green (non-converted) fluorescence over 30 minutes. Concurrently, we measured the 

fluorescence decay after photoconversion (FDAP) in the red channel (photoconverted 

Dendra2) as an additional read-out of the protein dynamics.  

In living neurons, the GlyR associated fluorescence of the bleached puncta recovered from 

close to background levels at t = 0 to about 60% of its baseline value after 30 minutes (Fig. 1). 

We noticed that the Dendra2-GlyRa1 signals in the area surrounding the bleached punctum 

increased after the 405 nm pulse due to the low intensity halo of the laser. The increase was 

much less pronounced at remote areas (far controls). To compensate this photochromic effect 

of Dendra2, the intensity data were normalised using control puncta in the proximity of the 

bleached spot (near controls, see Methods for FRAP data analysis).  

As expected, the red fluorescence of photoconverted Dendra2-GlyRa1 at synaptic puncta 

decreased in parallel to the recovery of the green fluorescence (Fig. 1). The loss of 

fluorescence was similar to the rate of recovery, falling to about 34% of the initial value after 

30 minutes. Control puncta that were near the site of photoconversion also showed a slight 

increase in fluorescence in response to the 405 nm laser pulse, confirming that stray light can 

affect the fluorophores despite its low intensity. FDAP intensity traces were normalised and 

rescaled as described in the Methods section. 

Our pilot experiments had shown that the recovery and the loss of Dendra2-gephyrin was 

roughly on the order of 50% after 30 minutes (Fig. S3). In other words, GlyR and gephyrin 

populations exchange on a similar timescale, which we thought could be an indication that the 

two components enter and exit synapses jointly in the form of GlyR-gephyrin complexes, 

consistent with earlier hypotheses (10, 19). We reasoned that if this was true, the 

immobilisation of the GlyRs should reduce the exchange rate of gephyrin at synapses. 
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GlyR immuno-immobilisation (IMMO) 

To interfere with the mobility of the GlyRs, we decided to crosslink the cell surface receptors 

using specific antibodies against the a1-subunit of the GlyR. Antibody crosslinking has been 

previously shown to fully block the lateral diffusion of neurotransmitter receptors at 

excitatory synapses (23). Using the same approach, spinal cord neuron cultures were treated 

for 10 minutes with high concentrations of primary antibodies against GlyRa1, followed by a 

10 minute application of Alexa Fluor 488 (A488) conjugated secondary antibodies. Since the 

Dendra2 fluorophore can mask the GlyRa1 epitope (supplementary information in (7)), these 

experiments were performed on naive neurons expressing endogenous GlyRs. FRAP was then 

carried out on the A488 dyes attached to the crosslinked endogenous GlyRs using a 488 nm 

laser (Fig. 2).  

Antibody binding blocked the fluorescence recovery at GlyR puncta almost entirely. In 

absolute terms, the fluorescence intensity after bleaching of the A488 dyes remained at 

background levels throughout the recordings (Fig. 2). After normalisation of the data, a minor 

recovery could be discerned, however, this is likely the result of the more pronounced 

photobleaching of the A488 fluorophores during image acquisition (control puncta). 

Nonetheless, it can be concluded that crosslinking had a dramatic effect on the mobility of 

endogenous GlyRs when compared to the exchange rates of recombinant Dendra2-GlyRa1 

containing complexes under control conditions (Fig. 1). We did not observe any obvious 

differences in the sub-cellular distribution of GlyRs after crosslinking, as judged by 

immunocytochemistry using the vesicular inhibitory amino acid transporter (VIAAT) as 

presynaptic marker (Fig. S4). Both endogenous GlyRs and Dendra2-gephyrin showed 

extensive co-localisation with VIAAT in the control condition as well as after immuno-

immobilisation.  

 

Effects of GlyR immuno-immobilisation on the exchange kinetics of gephyrin 

Having demonstrated the efficacy of GlyR crosslinking, we examined the consequences of 

receptor immuno-immobilisation (IMMO) on the dynamics of the synaptic gephyrin scaffold. 

To do so, we performed FRAP/FDAP experiments in spinal cord neurons expressing 

Dendra2-gephyrin. Endogenous GlyRs were immuno-immobilised as before using primary 

GlyRa1 antibody and A647-conjugated secondary antibody. Control neurons were treated in 
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the same way in these experiments, only that the antibodies were omitted during the 

incubation in Tyrode solution (Fig. 3, S5). 

The recovery of the green Dendra2-gephyrin fluorescence was substantially reduced after 

crosslinking of the receptors compared to the control condition (44% vs 70% of the baseline 

after 30 min; Fig. 3). The normalised FRAP curves recorded over a period of 30 minutes were 

fitted with two free parameters, a time constant t and a weighing factor f that describes the 

fraction of fluorophores in the stable pool. Interestingly, fitting of the FRAP data showed that 

the time constant of the recovery was not significantly different between the two conditions 

(tCTRL = 16.8 ± 1.2 min, tIMMO = 16.1 ± 1.8 min; 95% confidence interval reported from fit 

routine), but that the stable fraction of Dendra2-gephyrin was increased by GlyR crosslinking 

from 0.15 to about 0.5. These observations were confirmed by the decay of the red 

fluorescence (FDAP). Again, immuno-immobilisation increased the fraction of stable 

fluorescence (fCTRL = 0.41 ± 0.01, fIMMO = 0.56 ± 0.02), but had only a minor effect on the 

decay rate (tCTRL = 10.3 ± 0.9 min, tIMMO = 13.5 ± 2.0 min). It should be noted that the 

intensity in the red channel at the first time point after photoconversion was systematically 

higher than in the subsequent images, which is why we fitted an additional offset correcting 

for the overactivation at t = 0 (see Methods). 

To exclude the existence of a faster component that was not captured with a 2 min acquisition 

frequency, we conducted another series of FRAP/FDAP experiments with a higher acquisition 

rate (15 s over a period of 4 min). The Dendra2-gephyrin intensity showed only a small 

recovery and decay on this timescale. Moreover, the data could be approximated with a linear 

fit, indicating that no sizeable fast component of exchange was present (Fig. S5). However, 

there was a trend that the gephyrin exchange was reduced by GlyR immuno-immobilisation 

(recovery slope aCTRL = 0.067 ± 0.004 min-1, aIMMO = 0.055 ± 0.003 min-1). 

The fit of the FRAP/FDAP data recorded over a period of 30 minutes with two parameters (t, 

f) implies that there is a seemingly immobile fraction of gephyrin that does not exchange with 

the extrasynaptic pool on this timescale. The fact that immuno-immobilisation increases this 

immobile fraction suggests that the stable gephyrin population is dependent on receptor-

scaffold interactions at synapses. In other words, it is possible that immobile GlyRs provide 

stable high-affinity binding sites for gephyrin at inhibitory synapses.  
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Effects of GlyR immuno-immobilisation on synaptic receptor and gephyrin levels 

Given that the size of synaptic gephyrin domains is thought to depend on the balance between 

GlyR-mediated diffusion and capture of extrasynaptic GlyR-gephyrin complexes and the loss 

of synaptic gephyrin into the cytoplasm by desorption (19), we asked whether GlyR and 

gephyrin levels would be affected by immuno-immobilisation of the receptor. We therefore 

compared the intensities of synaptic puncta at the beginning (before FRAP/FDAP) and at the 

end of our recordings (t = 30 min; Fig. 4). We first verified that immuno-immobilisation did 

not change synaptic GlyR levels, indicating that a stationary state was reached at the end of 

the treatment protocol. Indeed, the intensity of crosslinked GlyR puncta remained stable 

throughout the recording (Ipre = 1206 ± 911 and I30min = 1131 ± 961 a.u., mean ± SD, n = 336 

from 54 cells, MW test p = 0.114; Fig. 4B). We then measured the average intensities of all 

clearly identifiable gephyrin puncta in the CTRL and IMMO conditions at both time points. 

The average intensity of gephyrin puncta was not different between the two conditions, 

suggesting that synaptic size is not dependent on GlyR-mediated gephyrin dynamics on the 

timescale of the experiment. The average intensity of synaptic puncta at the start of the 

FRAP/FDAP acquisition (approx. 5-15 minutes after immuno-immobilisation) was ICTRL = 

1279 ± 825 and IIMMO = 1240 ± 737 a.u. (nCTRL = 3031, nIMMO = 3318, MW p = 0.034). At the 

end of the recordings (approx. 40-55 min after treatment) the average intensities were ICTRL = 

1322 ± 933 and IIMMO = 1331 ± 1059 a.u. (nCTRL = 3261, nIMMO = 3640, MW p = 0.48). 

 

Model of receptor and scaffold dynamics at synaptic complexes 

To integrate the different experimental data and to gain further insight into the interdependent 

kinetics of synaptic GlyRs and gephyrin, we devised a simple model of receptor-scaffold 

dynamics at inhibitory synapses (Fig. 5, SI Text). For simplicity, we consider only three 

species or molecular states at the synapse: Receptors r that are diffusing and/or transiently 

attached to loosely interacting scaffold proteins s, and a population of more tightly bound 

receptor-scaffold complexes c.  

The dynamics of receptor and scaffold populations arise from transitions between the states r, 

s, and c, and incoming as well as outgoing protein fluxes (Fig. 5A). Loosely bound receptors r 

and scaffolds s exchange with extrasynaptic pools, where receptors enter the synapse with a 

flux Jon and exit with a rate joff into the extrasynaptic membrane. Scaffolds are recruited from 

and exit into the cytoplasm with an influx Kon and at a rate koff, respectively. In addition, 
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extrasynaptic receptor-scaffold complexes enter into the synapse with a flux Gon, and 

individual receptor-scaffold complexes are released into the extrasynaptic membrane with a 

rate goff. Inside the synapse, loosely bound receptors and scaffolds can form a more tightly 

crosslinked state c with an effective binding rate kb; inversely, more stable receptor-scaffold 

complexes in state c can give way to loosely bound receptors r and scaffolds s with an 

effective unbinding rate ku. For this reaction, we assume a fixed stoichiometry [ = 1.5 

between receptors and scaffolds in state c based on GlyR and gephyrin trimer properties, see 

SI Text. In principle, the model is then completely characterized by the 8 parameters Jon, joff, 

Kon, koff, Gon, goff, kb, and ku. At the stationary state, receptor and scaffold in- and effluxes 

balance each other, which allows to determine the stationary values of all considered 

populations as a function of the model parameters (SI Text). By normalising receptor and 

scaffold amounts by the total amount of scaffolds at the synapse, we can express Kon as a 

function of all other parameters. 

We mimicked the immuno-immobilisation protocol by setting all fluxes involving receptors 

to zero, as they cannot enter nor exit from the synapse in the immobilised condition. Since we 

cannot exclude that antibody-mediated crosslinking of diffusing or loosely bound receptors in 

state r affects their synaptic organization, we furthermore admit that a fraction f of these 

receptors eventually end up in the highly interacting receptor-scaffold complex c. We present 

here the results covering the complete range 0 ≤ 8 ≤ 1. Based on the experimental 

observation that the amount of scaffold proteins does not change among conditions, we 

require that the total amount of scaffolds _ = ` + a is constant, which imposes an additional 

constraint on the parameters and reduces the number of free parameters to six (see SI Text).  

Our model then allows to predict the time course of FRAP/FDAP experiments for receptors in 

the CTRL and scaffold proteins in the CTRL and IMMO conditions as a function of the 

model parameters (see SI Text). In order to determine the parameters of the model, we tried 

and fitted the predicted time courses to the experimentally obtained time courses (Fig. 5B,C 

for 8 = 0). Based on these fits, we can quantify the total amount of synaptic receptors (R) as 

well as the different contributions of loosely bound (r, s) or more strongly interacting (c) 

receptor and scaffold protein populations (Fig. 5D,E and Fig. II in SI Text). Our model 

predicts the ratio of receptors to scaffold proteins to be 0.8-1.1 (Fig. 5D), which corresponds 

to a ratio of 0.3-0.4 pentameric GlyRs per gephyrin monomer, since we take gephyrin trimers 

to be the basic unit of scaffold proteins in the model. Furthermore, the model suggests that in 

the control condition, only a small fraction (~30%) of receptors is loosely bound and 
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exchanges with the extrasynaptic membrane, while the majority of receptors exists in the 

stable state (Fig. 5D). According to the model, scaffold proteins are more equally distributed 

between the loosely bound and the stable states (Fig. 5E).  

We can furthermore ask what are the respective fluxes of receptors and scaffolds exiting and 

entering the synapse, as well as the fluxes related to binding and unbinding of receptors r and 

scaffolds s into the more stable complex c (Fig. 5F). Our model suggests that the lateral influx 

Gon of receptor-scaffold complexes is similar to the influx Jon of receptors that enter the 

synapse without a scaffold protein attached, and the same holds for the exiting fluxes joff r* 

and goff r*, respectively. The cytoplasmic recruitment Kon of scaffold proteins tends to 

outweigh the lateral receptor-mediated scaffold influx Gon; the loss koff s* of scaffolds to the 

cytoplasm is equal to Kon if not somewhat larger. The exchange between the loosely bound 

states r and s and the highly interconnected state c is considerably slower than all receptor and 

scaffold exchanges with extrasynaptic pools. 

While for 8 = 0 all fluxes are individually balanced (i.e., Jon = joff r*, Gon = goff r* etc., see SI 

Text), we cannot exclude that there is a net influx of scaffold proteins arriving in the form of 

GlyR-gephyrin complexes by lateral membrane diffusion, as we find Gon > goff r* for 8 > 0 

(Fig. 5F, Fig. III in SI Text). A net influx would violate detailed balance and thus imply a 

departure from thermodynamic equilibrium; the synapse would be in a non-equilibrium 

stationary state. Our model shows, however, that the cytoplasmic recruitment of scaffold 

proteins at the synapse contributes in all cases significantly to the renewal of synaptic 

scaffolds in the control condition, and any departure from thermodynamic equilibrium would 

supposedly be minor. 

 

 

Discussion 

Our data disclose the reciprocity of receptor and scaffold protein dynamics and clustering at 

glycinergic spinal cord synapses, mediated by strong interactions between the GlyR b-subunit 

and the synaptic scaffold protein gephyrin. A biophysical model of our data identified 

different degrees of receptor stability at synapses; on the one hand a more loosely interacting 

population of receptors and scaffold proteins, and on the other hand a more a tightly 

complexed receptor-scaffold network.  
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FRAP/FDAP of gephyrin and GlyRs 

To determine the dynamic behaviour of gephyrin and GlyRs in cultured spinal cord neurons, 

we established an analytical protocol based on the photoconversion and time-lapse imaging of 

fluorescently tagged recombinant proteins at synapses. The photoconvertible fluorophore 

Dendra2 was chosen for our experiments, since it displays less photochromism in the green 

channel in response to near UV illumination as opposed to mEos4b (24). Local reference 

puncta (near control points) were used to correct photochromic effects and the photobleaching 

during image acquisition.  

There is some evidence that the overexpression of recombinant GlyRs and gephyrin does not 

substantially alter the copy numbers at synapses ((7, 25), supplementary data). In the case of 

the receptor, synaptic targeting is strictly dependent on the assembly of Dendra2-GlyRa1 

with the endogenous b-subunit. This suggests that the overexpression of recombinant GlyRa1 

replaces the majority of the endogenous a-subunits without changing the absolute numbers at 

synapses. Even though it cannot be entirely ruled out that the overexpression and fluorescent 

tagging may have some impact on the synaptic structure, the synapses have most likely 

reached a steady state by the time the FRAP/FDAP experiments are carried out, given that 

lentiviral infection was done several days prior to synaptogenesis.  

Our experimental results are largely consistent with earlier studies of the population dynamics 

of gephyrin and GlyRs. For instance, synaptic puncta of transfected Venus-gephyrin and 

mRFP-gephyrin, as well as endogenous (knock-in) mRFP-gephyrin in cultured spinal cord 

neurons recover to about 40% of their initial fluorescence within 30 minutes (15). A relatively 

broad distribution of time constants on the order of hours was determined for synaptic 

Dendra2-GlyRa1 in motoneurons of transgenic zebrafish larvae (26). It is noteworthy that the 

FRAP/FDAP traces in our experiments were fitted with a single exponential recovery/decay, 

alongside a much slower component that we considered as stable within the duration of our 

recordings. It is therefore expected that the characteristic timescales obtained from our fits are 

faster than the respective timescales of a complete recovery.  

In organotypic hippocampal slices, the rate of recovery of endogenous EGFP-gephyrin 

clusters was shown to be highly variable (27). In addition to a subtle size-dependence of the 

exchange rate, the authors observed a strong developmental stabilisation of gephyrin. 

However, these data are not directly comparable to our situation, since inhibitory synapses in 
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the hippocampus are overwhelmingly GABAergic and likely follow different clustering 

mechanisms (1).  

 

The effect of receptor immuno-immobilisation on scaffold protein dynamics 

On a purely qualitative level, our data reveal that GlyR crosslinking reduces the exchange of 

Dendra2-gephyrin at synapses. A possible explanation could be that the dynamics of gephyrin 

depends to a certain extent on the entry and exit of GlyR-gephyrin complexes at inhibitory 

synapses. This is due to the fact that the GlyRb-gephyrin interaction is remarkably stable, 

allowing extrasynaptic GlyR-gephyrin complexes to integrate into the synaptic scaffold via 

multiple interaction sites (GlyR-gephyrin and gephyrin-gephyrin) (1). At excitatory synapses, 

immuno-immobilisation of AMPA receptors did not produce a slowdown of the exchange rate 

of the scaffold protein bSAP97 (23), which is consistent with a role of bSAP97 in the forward 

trafficking of AMPA receptors to the plasma membrane, but not their integration into the 

synaptic membrane (28).  

Another possible explanation would link the reduction of gephyrin exchange to the 

crosslinking and immobilisation of the synaptic GlyR population. In this scenario, immobile 

GlyRs form stable interactions with synaptic gephyrin molecules that are thus prevented from 

exchanging with extrasynaptic pools. In line with this interpretation, GlyR crosslinking did 

not change the steady state level of gephyrin at synapses, pointing to a mutual stabilisation 

between receptors and scaffold proteins at the synapse.  

 

A model of reciprocal GlyR-gephyrin stabilisation 

Based on our experimental observations, we aimed to develop a biophysical model that would 

provide quantitative insight into the synaptic organisation and dynamics of GlyRs and 

gephyrin molecules beyond the apparent stable fractions and characteristic timescales. We 

propose a model in which the extrasynaptic receptor and scaffold pools exchange with loosely 

bound populations at synapses, that are in turn in a dynamic equilibrium with a tightly 

interacting receptor-scaffold complex. This simple model is sufficient to account for all 

experimental FRAP/FDAP curves, where the crosslinking of GlyRs is mimicked by a 

suppression of all GlyR-associated fluxes.  
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Interestingly, our model does not require the existence of a fully stable component of synaptic 

GlyR or gephyrin, as one could infer from the heuristic fits of a single exponential decay to 

our experimental data. The model instead suggests that the observed dynamics arise from the 

interplay between the fast exchange of loosely bound synaptic populations and extrasynaptic 

pools on the one hand, and their slow exchange with the tightly interacting synaptic receptor-

scaffold complex on the other hand. The existence of a synaptic component with a higher 

degree of stabilisation had been previously proposed based on a large fraction of GlyRs that 

do not appear to swap between synaptic and extrasynaptic locations on a timescale of minutes 

(10). To what extent the stable synaptic population relies solely on receptor-scaffold 

interactions or depends on additional factors such as gephyrin palmitoylation or binding to 

adhesion proteins cannot be decided at this stage (1). 

While in the model all receptor and scaffold quantities are expressed in terms of the total 

amount of scaffold proteins, we can obtain an estimate of the copy numbers of synaptic GlyRs 

from the typical number of synaptic gephyrin trimers. If we assume the latter to be ~100 

(corresponding to ~300 gephyrin monomers/synapse on average), the model predicts the 

number of synaptic GlyRs to be of the order of 80-110, closely matching earlier experimental 

results (7). A majority of these (~70%) interact tightly with synaptic gephyrin, whereas the 

remainder is more loosely bound and exchanges with extrasynaptic pools. We can 

furthermore obtain estimates of the number of extrasynaptic GlyRs and gephyrins that enter 

the synapse per unit of time: For GlyRs, the flux amounts to ~5 GlyRs/minute, and we obtain 

a slightly larger value for gephyrin with ~6 gephyrin trimers/minute.  

 

Single molecule dynamics predicted by our model 

Although our model relies on a coarse-grained description of receptor-scaffold dynamics at 

synapses, it allows predictions about single molecule dynamics that go beyond the scope of 

this study. The existence of a small receptor population that exchanges with the extrasynaptic 

pool on a fast timescale implies that individual receptor dwell times can be considerably 

shorter than the typical time constant of GlyRs observed in our FRAP experiments (Fig. 6). 

Our model predicts that a considerable fraction (10-30%) of GlyRs leave the synapse in less 

than a minute, as opposed to a fluorescence recovery of comparable size in up to ten minutes. 

The prediction of short receptor dwell times is consistent with the literature, where on very 

short timescales (< 40 s) a distinction between swapping (exchanging) and stable receptors 

has been made, and where typical dwell times for the swapping population have been 
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determined (e.g. (29)). However, a more detailed quantitative comparison with single 

molecule data is hampered by experimental limitations such as the size of quantum dots (30) 

or the insufficient localisation precision of single molecule diffusion data (31).  

 

Relation to previous models of receptor-scaffold organisation at inhibitory synapses 

Earlier modelling studies of receptor-scaffold organisation at inhibitory synapses did not 

explicitly address the exchange kinetics of synaptic GlyRs and gephyrin, but we can try to 

assess the consequences of GlyR immobilisation for each of them. In a recent study, we 

hypothesised that the size of the postsynaptic domain is maintained by the recruitment of 

extrasynaptic GlyR-gephyrin complexes (here denoted by Gon) that replace gephyrin 

molecules that are lost due to desorption (koff s*) (19). In our model, we considered that these 

fluxes dominated the lateral outward flux of scaffolding proteins bound to receptors (goff r*) as 

well as the incoming flux from the cytoplasm (Kon). In this limit, the resulting non-

equilibrium stationary state depends on the diffusion of GlyR-gephyrin complexes in the 

extrasynaptic membrane; the immobilisation of GlyRs should therefore lead to the depletion 

of synaptic gephyrin. This size decrease is not seen on the timescale of the present 

experiments (Fig. 4). The incoming lateral flux Gon and the outgoing flux koff s* determined in 

the present work are comparable to what we estimated earlier (19). However, the receptor-

mediated lateral efflux goff r* is found to be comparable to the corresponding influx Gon, and 

similarly the scaffold influx from the cytoplasm (Kon) is found to compensate the losses due to 

scaffold desorption into the cytoplasm (koff s*), as would be expected if the postsynaptic 

domain was a structure at or close to thermodynamic equilibrium. 

Our data therefore strongly suggest that the size of the synaptic gephyrin domain is 

determined by processes other than the simple recruitment of GlyR-gephyrin complexes, 

although it cannot be ruled out that more GlyR-gephyrin complexes enter the synapse (Gon in 

the model) than leave the synapse (goff r*) (Fig. 5). However, our findings support the 

conclusion that all lateral fluxes contribute to the synaptic dynamics, since a model in which 

Gon and goff r are not considered does not fit the experimental data satisfactorily (SI Text 

Appendix B). It remains to be mechanistically understood how the interaction between 

receptors and scaffold proteins with different degrees of stabilisation, as well as their 

interactions with other synaptic proteins, contribute to synaptic size regulation.  
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It appears less straightforward to interpret our results in light of the reaction-diffusion model 

proposed by Haselwandter and colleagues (17, 21). The authors identified several key 

reactions necessary for the spontaneous formation of scaffold domains, notably the 

recruitment of cytoplasmic scaffold proteins and cytoplasmic receptors (exocytosis) by 

synaptic scaffold proteins. These reactions are limited by steric repulsion of proteins, and 

incoming cytoplasmic fluxes are balanced by diffusive fluxes of receptors and scaffolds into 

the extrasynaptic membrane. The effect of crosslinking of GlyRs crucially depends on how 

the various reactions are modified in this setting, and cannot be a priori estimated from the 

model equations. Because the size of the domains is entirely dependent on the interplay of 

receptor and scaffold spatio-temporal dynamics, however, receptor immobilisation should 

significantly affect scaffold domain size in this model, which is not supported by our data. 

The Turing instability proposed to be at the root of postsynaptic domain size determination is 

intrinsically a non-equilibrium phenomenon and appears also at odds with the (at least 

approximate) balance of individual fluxes, a hallmark of thermodynamic equilibrium. 

In contrast, our experimental results and the proposed model are broadly consistent with the 

quasi-equilibrium model of Sekimoto and Triller (18), who predicted that condensed phases 

of scaffolds and receptors would arise spontaneously when the interaction between the two is 

sufficiently strong (see also (32)). In this model, the size of the domains is externally 

controlled, and the nucleation of the condensed phase constrained to the synaptic area by 

additional molecular interactions at the synapse, in line with the kinetic model presented here. 

While this earlier study convincingly argued that the reciprocal stabilisation of scaffolds and 

receptors may support the formation of stable postsynaptic domains, we present here a 

detailed, quantitative account of the underlying reaction kinetics, fluxes, and synaptic 

organisation. 

Other models of synaptic scaffold protein dynamics have been proposed that did not 

specifically address inhibitory synapses or the role of receptors. Shomar et al. (33) argued that 

both scaffold recruitment from and desorption of scaffolds into the cytoplasm are cooperative 

processes, which would allow to explain the observed skewed distributions of synapse sizes 

(34). However, this model cannot account for the observed changes in the FRAP/FDAP traces 

after receptor immobilization, and it is not clear from our data that scaffold binding and 

unbinding have to be cooperative processes.  
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Conclusion and perspectives 

The quantitative analysis of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic size dynamics has received 

much attention in recent years (reviewed in (35)), and concomitant theoretical modelling 

ranged from very generic statistical (34) to more biophysical models of synaptic scaffold 

dynamics (19, 33). However, an integrated account of synaptic size dynamics that takes into 

account both receptors and scaffold proteins has so far been lacking. While the large number 

of different molecular players at synapses (e.g. (36-38)) precludes a microscopically detailed 

biophysical model involving all relevant species in the foreseeable future, our model with 

three distinct receptor and scaffold populations is a first step towards a more comprehensive 

picture of glycinergic synapse dynamics. Although we did not explicitly address synaptic size 

fluctuations in this work as we restricted our analysis to the average dynamics with a 

stationary synaptic size, it would be straightforward to extend our model to account for 

molecular fluctuations.  

In this work, we identified loosely bound glycine receptor and gephyrin scaffold populations 

that co-exist with a stable receptor-scaffold complex at inhibitory synapses. It is tempting to 

speculate that these mobile and stable populations differentially contribute to the plasticity 

and the stability of glycinergic synapses. More generally, it will be interesting to explore to 

what extent similar descriptions may apply to excitatory synapses that are also stabilized by 

scaffold proteins interacting with mobile receptors.  
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Figures 

 

Figure 1. Dendra2-GlyR dynamics in living neurons 

(A) FRAP/FDAP recordings of Dendra2-GlyRa1 in living spinal cord neurons. 

Representative time-lapse images from left to right: 1. before photoconversion, 2. t = 0 (after 

exposure to a focussed 405 nm laser beam), 3. t = 6 min, 4. t = 30 min. Top: FRAP of non-

converted (green) Dendra2-GlyRa1, bottom row: FDAP of photoconverted (red) Dendra2-

GlyRa1.  

(B) FRAP quantification of the average fluorescence intensity (a.u.) of synaptic puncta of 

non-converted Dendra2-GlyRa1 (mean ± SEM, n = 14). For analysis, the recovery of the 

exposed puncta (FRAP, green trace) was normalised by the fluorescence intensity of 

neighbouring control puncta (near controls, orange) that exhibit a slight photochromic 

activation, not visible in control puncta at the edge of the field of image (far controls, blue). 
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The grey trace represents the average background intensity of diffuse Dendra2-GlyRa1 in the 

extrasynaptic plasma membrane. (C) FRAP dynamics of Dendra2-GlyRa1 (normalised data) 

were fitted with a single exponential component t and a stable fraction fstable.  

(D) FDAP average fluorescence intensity (a.u.) of synaptic puncta of photoconverted 

Dendra2-GlyRa1 (mean ± SEM, n = 14). For FDAP analysis (E), the recovery of the 

photoconverted puncta (FDAP, red trace) was normalised by the fluorescence intensity prior 

to phoconversion (set to zero) and after photoconversion (set to 1).  

 

 

Figure 2. The effect of immuno-immobilisation on GlyR dynamics 

(A) FRAP of immuno-immobilised GlyRs in living spinal cord neurons using a focussed 488 

nm laser pulse. Endogenous GlyRs were incubated sequentially with rabbit anti-GlyRa1 and 

anti-rabbit secondary antibodies conjugated with A488 dye.  

(B) FRAP data analysis and quantification of the exchange dynamics of immuno-immobilised 

endogenous GlyRs (mean ± SEM, n = 13). (C) Normalised FRAP data. 
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Figure 3. Dendra2-gephyrin dynamics in control and immuno-immobilised conditions 

(A,B) FRAP/FDAP time-lapse images of Dendra2-gephyrin in spinal cord neurons under 

control conditions (A) and after GlyR immuno-immobilisation (B). Top: FRAP of non-

converted (green) Dendra2-gephyrin, bottom row: FDAP of photoconverted (red) Dendra2-

gephyrin. 

(C,D) Quantification of the average intensity of Dendra2-gephyrin at synaptic puncta in 

FRAP recordings in control (C, mean ± SEM, nCTRL = 48) and immuno-immobilised 

conditions (D, mean ± SEM, nIMMO = 55). (E) Normalised FRAP data fitted with a single 

exponential component t and a stable fraction fstable. 

(F,G) Quantification of FDAP recordings of Dendra2-gephyrin (F, nCTRL = 48; G, nIMMO = 55, 

mean ± SEM). (H) Normalised and fitted FDAP data. 
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Figure 4. Cluster intensities after GlyR immuno-immobilisation 

(A) Time-lapse images of Dendra2-gephyrin in the control condition taken at the beginning 

(before photoconversion) and the end of the 30 min FRAP recordings (lower panels, green 

channel). The upper panels show the empty far red channel (control condition without GlyR 

crosslinking). 
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(B) Time-lapse images of immuno-immobilised GlyRs (top panels, far red channel) and 

Dendra2-gephyrin (bottom, green channel) taken at the beginning (before FRAP/FDAP) and 

at the end of the recording (30 min). 

(C) Quantification of the average fluorescence intensity of A647-GlyRa1 at identified 

synaptic puncta at the beginning and at the end of the FRAP recordings (IMMO condition, 

nbefore = 336, n30min = 336 from 54 cells). 

(D) Quantification of all Dendra2-gephyrin puncta in control and immuno-immobilised 

conditions at the beginning and at the end of the FRAP recording (nCTRL,before = 3031, 

nCTRL,30min = 3261 from 56 fields of view; nIMMO,before = 3318, nIMMO,30min = 3640 from 57 

fields of view). 
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Figure 5. Model of synaptic receptor and scaffold protein dynamics 

(A) Sketch of the proposed exchange kinetics. Receptors can enter and exit the synapse alone 

(1) or with scaffold proteins attached (2). Synaptic receptors and scaffold proteins exist either 

as loosely bound populations (receptors r, blue, and scaffold proteins s, orange) or in a more 

tightly bound state (‘crosslinked’ receptor-scaffold complexes c, green); the transitions 

between the respective states are described by the fluxes (3). Scaffold proteins exchange with 

the cytoplasm (4) when not in the tightly bound state.  

(B,C) Fit of the combined experimental FRAP/FDAP curves (see Methods and SI Text) for 

the GlyR dynamics in the control condition (B) and gephyrin dynamics in the control and 
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immuno-immobilised conditions (C). The model curves correspond to the best fit parameters 

for 8 = 0.  

(D,E) Total amount and breakdown into subpopulations of synaptic receptors (D) and scaffold 

proteins (E) predicted by the model, relative to the total number of scaffold proteins at the 

synapse (_∗ = 1). The bars indicate the range of values obtained for 0 ≤ 8 ≤ 1; values for 

8 = 0 and 8 = 1 are indicated by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Note that in the model 

one receptor represents a pentameric GlyR complex, and one scaffold particle represents one 

gephyrin trimer. The respective contributions of the loosely and tightly bound populations are 

color-coded according to panel (A).  

(F) Receptor and scaffold fluxes predicted by the model in the control condition. The bars 

indicate the range of values obtained for 0 ≤ 8 ≤ 1; values for 8 = 0 and 8 = 1 are indicated 

by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Note that in the immuno-immobilised condition all 

receptor fluxes are assumed to vanish, and doff` = eon.  

 

 

Figure 6. Predicted dwell times of receptors and scaffolds after entry into the synapse 

While the characteristic FRAP/FDAP timescales of both receptors (blue) and scaffold 

proteins (orange) are similar and of the order of tens of minutes (Fig. 1, 3), a sizeable 

proportion of receptors have dwell times below a minute, as opposed to those of scaffold 

proteins (inset). Shaded bands indicate the range of values obtained for 0 ≤ 8 ≤ 1; solid and 

dashed lines represent the predicted dwell times for 8 = 0 and 8 = 1, respectively. 
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Supplementary Methods 

 

Expression constructs and lentivirus preparation 

Full-length gephyrin tagged with various fluorescent proteins at its N-terminus was expressed 

in COS-7 cells using the mammalian expression constructs pVenus-gephyrin (1) and the 

derived plasmid pmEos2-gephyrin (2), as well as the lentivirus replicons FU-mEos4b-

gephyrin (3) and the newly generated variant FU-Dendra2-gephyrin (this study). Lentivirus 

was produced in HEK293 cells using the plasmids FU-Dendra2-gephyrin and FU-SP-myc-

Dendra2-GlyRa1 (4) as described previously (5).  

 

COS-7 cell culture and photoconversion experiments 

COS-7 cells were cultured on 18 mm diameter glass coverslips (VWR) in DMEM medium 

containing glutamax, 10% fetal bovine serum, 50 U/ml penicillin, and 50 µg/ml streptomycin 

at 37°C and 5% CO2. When they had reached approximately 25% of confluence, cells were 

transfected with 0.5 µg plasmid DNA using FuGENE 6. After 24 hours of expression the cells 

were used for live imaging in Tyrode solution, or fixed at 37°C with 4% paraformaldehyde 

(PFA) in PBS for 15 minutes, rinsed, and imaged in PBS.  

To compare the photo-physical properties of the fluorescent proteins expressed in COS-7 

cells, the following image sequence was initiated: three wide-field fluorescence images were 

taken in the green channel (560/25 nm, 200 ms), followed by a focussed 405 nm laser beam 

(1 s, 5% of maximum power) and three more images in the green channel. Using FIJI 

software, the three images before the 405 nm pulse and the three last images were averaged 

and then divided to produce ratiometric images (Ipost / Ipre). The mean relative pixel intensities 

within three concentric rings (0.5-2.5 µm, 2.5-5 µm, 5-7.5 µm radius) around the bleached 

central spot (1 µm diameter) were then calculated and averaged for each fluorescent construct 

and experimental condition (n = 12 cells per condition). 

 

Immunocytochemistry (ICC) 

Cultured spinal cord neurons were fixed in PBS containing 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 

10 minutes at 37°C, permeabilised with 0.1% Triton X100 in PBS for 10 minutes, and 

blocked with 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS for one hour. Primary antibodies 
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(rabbit anti-GlyRa1, custom-made, 1:1000 dilution; mouse anti-VIAAT, 1:500) and 

secondary antibodies (Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit and donkey anti-mouse, 

Cy3-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG, Jackson ImmunoResearch, 1:1000) were applied in 

blocking solution for one hour. The labelled neurons were imaged in PBS on a microscope 

setup similar to the one used for FRAP/FDAP, except for the illumination source (Intensilight, 

Nikon), the choice of emission filters (Semrock single-band bandpass filters, 525/30 nm for 

Dendra2, 607/36 nm for Cy3, 684/24 nm for A647), and the absence of the Ti-FRAP module. 

For the visualisation of crosslinked GlyRs, the receptors were immuno-immobilised with anti-

GlyRa1 and A647-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG in living neurons (see Methods on antibody 

crosslinking), followed by fixation and ICC of the vesicular inhibitory amino acid transporter 

(VIAAT). 

 

Data curation of supplementary FRAP/FDAP data 

Out of the acquired primary data, the following recordings were removed in the 

supplementary figures: Fig. S2, no film removed. Fig. S3, one film removed for excess initial 

fluorescence, one film removed for lack of photoconversion signal. Fig. S5, CTRL: one film 

removed for lack of photoconversion signal, IMMO: no film removed. 
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Supplementary Figures 

 

Figure S1. Photo-physical properties of photoconvertible proteins 

(A) Gephyrin was tagged at its N-terminus with different fluorescent proteins (Dendra2, 

mEos2, mEos4b, Venus). Upon transfection in COS-7 cells, all constructs accumulated in 

large intracellular clusters, characteristic of overexpressed gephyrin (6). Fixed COS-7 cells 

expressing mEos4b-gephyrin (top panels) and Dendra2-gephyrin (lower panels) were exposed 

to a focussed 405 nm laser pulse. Images from left to right: 1. before and 2. after exposure to 

the laser beam, 3. ratiometric image (false colour pixel intensities Ipost / Ipre, between 0.5 and 2 

fold), 4. zoomed region with circular zones of 1 µm, 5 µm, 10 µm, and 15 µm in diameter 

around the focussed laser spot.  

(B) Quantification of relative changes in intensity of fluorescent proteins by 405 nm 

illumination in fixed and live COS-7 cells. Columns represent average intensity ratios (Ipost / 

Ipre) within each circular region (mean ± SD, n = 12 per condition). Note the increased 

fluorescence intensity of mEos4b and mEos2 around the central spot, both in fixed and even 
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more so in live cells. This photochromic effect is less apparent for Dendra2-gephyrin, where 

photoconversion and/or bleaching of the fluorescent proteins dominate. In live imaging, the 

relative intensity changes are even throughout the cell due to the high mobility of gephyrin 

and the slow switching of the dichroic mirror and image acquisition.  
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Figure S2. Methodology: fixed FRAP/FDAP recordings 

(A) FRAP/FDAP acquisition sequence in fixed neurons expressing Dendra2-gephyrin. Images 

in the far red channel were acquired at the beginning and at the end of the experiment to 

visualize A647-labelled, immuno-immobilised endogenous GlyRs (no signals under control 

conditions in the absence of receptor crosslinking). A 405 nm laser pulse was applied at time 

zero to photoconvert green Dendra2 fluorophores into the red state. Time-lapse images were 

recorded at 10 second intervals in the green (middle row) and the red channels (bottom row) 

before and after photoconversion. From left to right: 1. before exposure, 2. t = 0 (frame 1, 

after exposure to the focussed 405 nm laser beam), 3. t = 30 s (frame 4), 4. t = 150 s (frame 

16).  

(B) Zoomed regions of the time-lapse images in the green and red channels shown in A. The 

mean fluorescence intensity at synaptic puncta was measured in square areas of 9 x 9 pixels. 

The cluster in the centre of the image was used for FRAP/FDAP (shown in green and red, 

respectively); the yellow areas indicate near control points; the far control points are outside 

the shown region since they were selected at the edge of the field of view and as far as 

possible from the centre. 

(C-F) Quantification of the mean fluorescence intensity of Dendra2-gephyrin puncta in fixed 

neurons (arbitrary units a.u., mean ± SEM, n = 22 fields of view). The green (C) and red 

traces (E) show the intensity of the central punctum exposed to the 405 nm laser beam in 

FRAP and FDAP mode, respectively. The orange and blue traces represent the intensity of the 

near and far control puncta, while the grey traces represent the diffuse signals of the Dendra2-

gephyrin expressing neurons. The raw intensity data were normalised as described in the 

Methods section in both the green (D) and the red channels (F). 
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Figure S3. Live FRAP/FDAP of Dendra2-gephyrin (preliminary experiments) 

(A) FRAP/FDAP time-lapse imaging of Dendra2-gephyrin with a 30 s acquisition frequency 

in living spinal cord neurons. Images from left to right 1. before exposure, 2. t = 0 (after 

exposure to a focussed 405 nm laser beam), 3. t = 6 min (frame 4), 4. t = 30 min (frame 16).  

(B-E) Quantification of the mean Dendra2-gephyrin fluorescence intensity in the green (B, 

FRAP) and the red channel (D, FDAP) in living neurons (pilot experiments, mean a.u. ± 

SEM, n = 6 cells). Raw intensity data were normalised as described in the Methods section in 

the two channels (C,E). 
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Figure S4. Synaptic localisation of Dendra2-gephyrin and GlyRs 

(A) Immunocytochemistry of fixed spinal cord neurons (control condition). Top: Dendra2-

gephyrin puncta (cyan) co-localise with presynaptic VIAAT (magenta). Bottom: ICC of 

endogenous anti-GlyRa1 (yellow) and VIAAT (magenta) at inhibitory synapses.  

(B) Neurons were crosslinked with GlyRa1 antibody (immuno-immobilised condition) prior 

to fixation and immunolabelling. Top: Dendra2-gephyrin expression (cyan) and ICC for 

VIAAT (magenta). Bottom: Labelling of GlyRa1 (yellow) and VIAAT (magenta). GlyRa1 

crosslinking did not have an obvious effect on the synaptic localisation of GlyRs in non-

infected as well as Dendra2-gephyrin expressing neurons. Note that the top and bottom panels 

are two-colour overlays of the same field of view. 
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Figure S5. High frequency recordings of Dendra2-gephyrin dynamics 

(A,B) FRAP/FDAP of Dendra2-gephyrin in spinal cord neurons under control conditions (A) 

and after GlyR immuno-immobilisation (B). Time-lapse imaging was done with a 15 s 

frequency over 4 min. Images from left to right 1. before exposure, 2. t = 0 (after the 405 nm 

laser pulse), 3. t = 60 s (frame 5), 4. t = 225 s (frame 16).  

(C-H) Quantification of the mean fluorescence intensity of Dendra2-gephyrin in FRAP (C,D) 

and FDAP mode (F,G) under control conditions and after GlyR immuno-immobilisation 

(arbitrary units a.u., mean ± SEM, nCTRL = 15, nIMMO = 14 fields of view). (E,H) Normalised 

data. 

 



Supplementary Text

Reciprocal stabilisation of glycine receptors and
gephyrin sca↵old proteins at inhibitory synapses

Thomas Chapdelaine, Vincent Hakim, Antoine Triller,

Jonas Ranft*, and Christian G. Specht*

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

Here, we propose and discuss a simple model of receptor-sca↵old interactions. Our aim

is to quantitatively reproduce the key observations from the immuno-immobilization ex-

periments, and thus to propose a mechanistic interpretation of our experimental results.

We intend the model to be a phenomenological description rather than a complete and

microscopically detailed account of receptor and sca↵old dynamics at the synapse.

For simplicity, we only consider three “species” and/or molecular states at the synapse:

(i) loosely interacting sca↵old proteins s, (ii) receptors r that are di↵using and/or transiently

attached to these sca↵old proteins, and (iii) a population of more strongly linked receptor-

sca↵old complexes c. The dynamics of receptor and sca↵old populations at the synapse

arise from transitions between the states s, r and c and incoming as well as outgoing protein

fluxes. At the stationary state, all these fluxes are balanced which allows us to determine

the stationary values of the three considered populations.

A. Basic equations

A sketch of the proposed dynamics is shown in Fig. 5A in the main manuscript. We

assume that loosely attached sca↵olds and receptors (which may or may not already be

bound) can bind and form, or join, with a rate kb a more stable component c of strongly

interacting sca↵old and receptors, while the inverse reaction occurs at a rate ku. Receptors

that are not strongly interacting (i.e., that do not belong to c) leave the synapse laterally

alone at a rate jo↵ or attached to sca↵old proteins at a rate go↵ ; they arrive at the synapse

with a constant flux Jon without and Gon with sca↵old protein attached. Eventually, sca↵old
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proteins that are not strongly interacting (i.e., that do not belong to c) are desorbed into

the cytoplasm at a rate ko↵ and leave the synapse together with receptors with the flux

proportional to go↵ . They arrive by lateral di↵usion with receptors with the flux Gon and

are additionally recruited from the cytoplasm with a flux Kon.

We introduce one additional parameter ↵ that describes the stoichiometry of receptor

to sca↵old proteins in the strongly complexed state: For every sca↵old protein added to

the highly aggregated state, there are on average ↵ receptors added, i.e., s + ↵r ! c with

rate rb, and c ! s + ↵r with rate ku. Having in mind that synaptic gephyrin seems to

occur almost exclusively in trimeric form, we consider that the “sca↵old proteins” s in the

model correspond to gephyrin trimers. Based furthermore on evidence that GlyRs have

two gephyrin binding sites that can potentially crosslink sca↵olds by binding two di↵erent

gephyrin trimers, we assume that in state c the ratio of receptors to gephyrin trimers is

about 3/2 on average, and we will consider ↵ = 1.5 (for an analysis of the influence of the

value of ↵ on the modeling outcomes, see appendix A). The total amount R of receptors at

the synapse is then given by

R = r + ↵c , (1)

while the total amount S of sca↵olds at the synapse is given by

S = s+ c . (2)

In other words, we count complexes c by the number of involved sca↵old proteins.

The equations that govern the dynamics of the di↵erent states r, s, and c read as follows:

dr

dt
= ↵kuc� ↵kbrs� (jo↵ + go↵)r + Jon +Gon, (3)

ds

dt
= kuc� kbrs� ko↵s� go↵r +Kon +Gon, (4)

dc

dt
= �kuc+ kbrs. (5)

Note that we have chosen a simple second order reaction rate for the reactive fluxes s+↵r !

c, as we ignore the precise molecular reaction kinetics.

B. Stationary state

We can obtain the stationary states by setting the left-hand side (l.h.s.) of Eqs. (3)-(5)

to zero. With kuc = kbrs (Eq. (5)), we obtain the stationary value r⇤ from Eq. (3), and
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subsequently s⇤ and c⇤ from Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively:

r⇤ =
Jon +Gon

jo↵ + go↵
, (6)

s⇤ =
Kon +Gon � go↵r⇤

ko↵
=

Kon +Gon � go↵
Jon+Gon
jo↵+go↵

ko↵
, (7)

c⇤ =
kb
ku

r⇤s⇤ =
kb
ku

Jon +Gon

jo↵ + go↵

Kon +Gon � go↵
Jon+Gon
jo↵+go↵

ko↵
. (8)

The total amounts of receptors and sca↵olds in the stationary state are given by

R⇤ =
Jon +Gon

jo↵ + go↵

 
1 + ↵

kb
ku

Kon +Gon � go↵
Jon+Gon
jo↵+go↵

ko↵

!
, (9)

S⇤ =

✓
1 +

kb
ku

Jon +Gon

jo↵ + go↵

◆
Kon +Gon � go↵

Jon+Gon
jo↵+go↵

ko↵
. (10)

In the following, we choose to normalize all protein amounts by S⇤, as well as the fluxes

Jon, Gon, and Kon. To eliminate S⇤ from the resulting equations for the rescaled amounts,

we furthermore rescale kb ! S⇤kb. Our normalization allows us to eliminate one parameter

from the dynamic equations above. Using Eq. (10) and S⇤ = 1 in rescaled units, we can

express the rescaled cytoplasmic sca↵old influx Kon as a function of all other parameters,

Kon =
ko↵

1 + kb
ku

Jon+Gon
jo↵+go↵

�Gon + go↵
Jon +Gon

jo↵ + go↵
. (11)

Note that we keep the original symbols for the rescaled quantities in order to keep the

notation simple. In rescaled units, the stationary states then become

r⇤ =
Jon +Gon

jo↵ + go↵
, (12)

s⇤ =
1

1 + kb
ku

Jon+Gon
jo↵+go↵

, (13)

c⇤ =
1

1 + ku
kb

jo↵+go↵
Jon+Gon

. (14)

For the rescaled total amount of receptors, this naturally implies

R⇤ =
Jon +Gon

jo↵ + go↵
+

↵

1 + ku
kb

jo↵+go↵
Jon+Gon

. (15)

C. FRAP/FDAP dynamics

In the model, the FRAP and FDAP in the stationary state are equivalent as all fluxes

are perfectly balanced. For simplicity, we will write the equations describing the loss of

photoconverted protein, which is more easily captured mathematically.
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1. Receptor FDAP

In order to model a FDAP experiment for the receptor, we consider that at time t = 0,

all receptors present at the synapse are photoconverted and followed in time, while incoming

fluxes are not contributing to the visible population. At the same time, the sca↵old popu-

lation is not a↵ected. We will therefore consider only the dynamics of visible populations

r̂(t) and ĉ(t), the dynamics of which are governed by the equations

dr̂

dt
= ↵kuĉ� ↵kbr̂s

⇤ � (jo↵ + go↵)r̂, (16)

dĉ

dt
= �kuĉ+ kbr̂s

⇤. (17)

Because of a possible transitioning via the state c, the decay of the visible receptor popu-

lation does not follow a simple exponential decay with a characteristic timescate 1/(jo↵+go↵)

but follows a bi-exponential dynamics that we can determine as follows. If we express the

above equation as

d

dt

0

@r̂

ĉ

1

A = �M r

0

@r̂

ĉ

1

A , M r =

0

@↵kbs⇤ + jo↵ + go↵ �↵ku

�kbs⇤ ku

1

A (18)

we can identify the matrix M r that governs the linear dynamics of r̂ and ĉ. The solution

of the dynamics is given by the eigenvectors (r1, c1)T , (r2, c2)T and eigenvalues k1, k2 of M

such that r̂(t) = ar1e�k1t + br2e�k2t and ĉ(t) = ac1e�k1t + bc2e�k2t. (The constants a and b

are chosen such that the initial conditions r̂(0) = r⇤ and ĉ(0) = c⇤ are satisfied.) The two

characteristic decay rates are relatively straightforward to obtain, and one eventually gets

kr
1,2 =

↵kbs⇤ + jo↵ + go↵ + ku
2

±
r

(↵kbs⇤ + jo↵ + go↵ � ku)2

4
+ ↵kukbs⇤. (19)

For comparison with the experimental FRAP/FDAP data, we assume that the fluores-

cence intensity is proportional to the amount of visible receptors and compute the normalized

trace

Ir(t) =
r̂(t) + ↵ĉ(t)

r̂(0) + ↵ĉ(0)
=

r̂(t) + ↵ĉ(t)

r⇤ + ↵c⇤
. (20)

2. Sca↵old FDAP

In the case of photoconverted sca↵old proteins, we have to track the sca↵old populations

while considering the receptor concentration to remain constant. Similarly to the calculation
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above, we can describe the coupled dynamics of photoconverted populations s and c by

dŝ

dt
= kuĉ� kbr

⇤ŝ�
✓
ko↵ + go↵

r⇤

s⇤

◆
ŝ, (21)

dĉ

dt
= �kuĉ+ kbr

⇤ŝ, (22)

where the factor r⇤/s⇤ accounts for the fact that the flux of laterally exiting receptor-sca↵old

complexes is given by go↵r⇤ in the stationary state.

We can again write the evolution of ŝ and ĉ in compact form,

d

dt

0

@ŝ

ĉ

1

A = �M s

0

@ŝ

ĉ

1

A , M s =

0

@kbr⇤ + ko↵ + go↵
r⇤

s⇤ �ku

�kbr⇤ ku

1

A (23)

and subsequently obtain the characteristic decay rates

ks
1,2 =

kbr⇤ + ko↵ + go↵
r⇤

s⇤ + ku
2

±

s
(kbr⇤ + ko↵ + go↵

r⇤

s⇤ � ku)2

4
+ kukbr⇤. (24)

For comparison with the experimental FRAP/FDAP data, we assume that the fluores-

cence intensity is proportional to the amount of visible sca↵olds and compute the normalized

trace

Is(t) = ŝ(t) + ĉ(t). (25)

Importantly, our analysis demonstrates that the intra-synaptic exchange between loosely

bound and stable pools gives rise to a bi-exponential FRAP/FDAP relaxation dynamics with

two characteristic timescales both for receptors and for sca↵olds. On intermediate timescales,

such a bi-exponential dynamics may ressemble a single exponential relaxation with a finite

stable fraction. In contrast, if no such intra-synaptic exchange took place e.g. because no

stable component existed, all FRAP/FDAP relaxation dynamics would be governed by a

single characteristic timescale and no apparent stable fraction could be observed.

D. Dwell times

We can as well calculate the distribution of dwell times of receptors and sca↵olds after

entry at the synapse. The probabilities for a newly entered receptor to be in state r or c

evolve according to equations analogous to Eqs. (16) and (17), that is,

dpr
dt

= ↵kupc � ↵kbprs
⇤ � (jo↵ + go↵)pr, (26)

dpc
dt

= �kupc + kbprs
⇤. (27)
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The probability Pr(t) = pr(t)+pc(t) for a receptor to be still be at the synapse at time t can

be obtained along the same lines as the FDAP signal Ir(t) above, using the initial conditions

pr(0) = 1 and pc(t) = 0. The cumulative dwell time distribution of receptors is then simply

given by 1� Pr(t).

For sca↵olds, we proceed analogously using the equations

dps
dt

= kupc � kbr
⇤ps �

✓
ko↵ + go↵

r⇤

s⇤

◆
ps, (28)

dpc
dt

= �kupc + kbr
⇤ps (29)

with initial conditions ps(0) = 1 and pc(t) = 0. The cumulative dwell time distribution is

accordingly given by 1� ps(t)� pc(t).

II. THE EFFECT OF IMMUNO-IMMOBILIZATION

In the immuno-immobilized condition (IMMO in the main manuscript), we assume that

receptors are immobilized in- and outside of the synapse and can neither enter not exit

the synaptic domain. As a consequence, total receptor numbers at the synapse remain

constant after immobilization, although their relative proportion in the di↵erent states may

change. We account for this latter possibility by considering that a fraction f of loosely

bound receptors r⇤ eventually ends up in the highly crosslinked state c together with a

corresponding fraction of loosely bound sca↵olds of state s. We thus stipulate

r⇥ = (1� f) r⇤, (30)

c⇥ = c⇤ + fr⇤/↵, (31)

where the superscript ⇥ denotes the immobilized condition.

Since all fluxes involving receptors are suppressed, the e↵ective dynamics of the remaining

synaptic “species” s after immobilization is then simply described by

ds

dt
= �ko↵s+Kon, (32)

with Kon unchanged. In the stationary state,

s⇥ = Kon/ko↵ . (33)
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Our experimental observation that the synaptic size is not a↵ected by receptor immobiliza-

tion implies that S⇥ = s⇥ + c⇥ = 1, and thus s⇥ = s⇤ � fr⇤/↵. From this follows (with

Eqs. (11) and (13)) an additional constraint on the parameters, namely that

Gon =
go↵ + ko↵f

↵

jo↵ � ko↵f
↵

Jon. (34)

In the case of f = 0, we have Gon = go↵
jo↵

Jon and find that all fluxes are individually balanced

in the stationary state: Gon = go↵r⇤, Jon = jo↵r⇤, and Kon = ko↵s⇤. This implies that the

system is in thermodynamic equilibrium in this case.

Because the strongly connected component c does not turn over in the immobilized con-

dition, we can now easily determine the FDAP time course of the sca↵old protein. From

Eq. (32), we see that in the stationary state, the loosely aggregated sca↵old protein popula-

tion s simply observes an exponential decay with a single time constant 1/ko↵ towards the

stable fraction c⇥,

I⇥s (t) = s⇥e�tko↵ + c⇥. (35)

We furthermore note that if no stable component c existed, the sca↵old FDAP relaxation

dynamics in the immobilized condition would relax toward 0 as no stable fraction c⇥ existed.

III. FIT RESULTS

Using the above analytical results, we can now try to find optimal parameters for which

the model best approximates the experimental data. More precisely, we fit the combined

FRAP/FDAP data for GlyRs in the control condition and gephyrin in control and immuno-

immobilized conditions with our model using a least-squares fit. This allows us to determine

the remaining 6 free parameters of our model (ko↵ , jo↵ , go↵ , Jon, ku, kb) as a function of the

value of f ; parameters Kon and Gon follow by Eqs. (11) and (34).

A summary of our fit results is presented in Fig. 5B-F of the main manuscript. We

show here the best fit parameter values with 95% confidence intervals as reported by the fit

routine in Fig. I. The corresponding values for r⇤, s⇤, and c⇤ the stationary state are shown

in Fig. II, and the corresponding fluxes in Fig. III.
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FIG. I. Variation of the best fit parameters with fraction f of receptors converted into the tightly

bound state c after immobilization. All units are h
�1

; note that in our model all fluxes are rescaled

by the total amount of sca↵olds.

FIG. II. Fit results for the receptor and sca↵old states r⇤, s⇤, and c⇤ as a function of the fraction

f of receptors converted into the tightly bound state c after immobilization.
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FIG. III. Fit results for the fluxes as a function of the fraction f of receptors converted into the

tightly bound state c after immobilization.
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Appendix A: Influence of the value of ↵ on the fit results

In this work, we assume a fixed stoichiometry between receptors and sca↵olds in state

c. Motivated by the structural properties of glycine receptors and gephyrin trimers, we

considered this stoichiometry to be ↵ = 1.5. However, we might ask how a di↵erent value

of ↵ impacts the fit results. The influence of the value of ↵ on the fit parameters is shown

in Fig. IV, where for simplicity we restricted ourselves to the case f = 0. All values are

rescaled with respect to the reference ↵ = 1.5. While ko↵ and ku do not change significantly,

all other parameters do vary with ↵, albeit rather slightly.

The e↵ect on the states r⇤, s⇤, and c⇤ in the control condition is shown in Fig. V.

Interestingly, s⇤ and c⇤ remain constant throughout the whole range of values explored. The

amount of loosely bound receptors seems to scale linearly with ↵ as can be expected from

the scaling of the receptor influx Jon (Fig. IV). Note however that with r⇤ / ↵, c⇤ = const.,

the total synaptic amount of receptors R⇤ = r⇤ + ↵c⇤ will also scale linearly with ↵.

The dependence on ↵ of the fluxes is shown in Fig. VI. Note that only the predicted

receptor influx Jon and e✏ux jo↵r⇤ are a↵ected by considering a di↵erent value of ↵; all

other fluxes remain basically unchanged.

FIG. IV. Variation of the best fit parameters with ↵. Parameter values are rescaled to their value

for the case ↵ = 1.5 considered in the main manuscript.
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FIG. V. The fit results for the receptor and sca↵old states r⇤, s⇤, and cs as a function of ↵. Values

are rescaled to their value for the case ↵ = 1.5 considered in the main manuscript.

FIG. VI. Variation of the fluxes predicted by the model with ↵. Fluxes are rescaled to their value

for the case ↵ = 1.5 considered in the main manuscript.
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Appendix B: Comparison with a reduced model without entry or exit of laterally

di↵using GlyR-gephyrin complexes (Gon = go↵ = 0)

In our model, we considered that receptors and sca↵olds may enter and exit the synapse

individually in exchange with extrasynaptic pools (pathways (1) and (4) in Fig. 5 of the main

manuscript), and together in the form of receptor-sca↵old complexes that are also present

in the extrasynaptic membrane (pathway (2) in Fig. 5 of the main manuscript). Note

that including the latter pathway in the model does not per se imply that it contributes

to the synaptic dynamics: Only fitting our model to our experimental data allowed us to

identify values for the parameters associated with all of these fluxes and conclude that all

three pathways are involved in the exchange of receptors and sca↵olds between synaptic and

extrasynaptic pools.

We checked more specifically whether the recruitment of laterally di↵using receptor-

sca↵old complexes to the synapse and the loss of receptor-sca↵old complexes to the extrasy-

naptic membrane needed to be taken into account to accurately fit the experimental data.

To this end, we considered a reduced version of our model, where we imposed Gon = go↵ = 0

in all of the model equations presented above. Instead of the six free parameters of the

original model we are then left with only five e↵ective parameters, as Gon = 0 follows from

go↵ = 0 and f = 0 with Eq. (34). (Note that if Gon = go↵ = 0, the remaining receptor and

sca↵old fluxes need to be balanced individually, and the constant synaptic size then requires

f = 0.)

The fit result for the reduced model is shown in Fig. VIIA. By visual inspection alone,

the fit without entry and exit of receptor-sca↵old complexes is markedly less accurate than

than the fit with the full model (compare Fig. 5B,C of the main manuscript). In order to

quantitatively compare the full and the reduced model, in consideration of the di↵erence in

model complexity as reflected by the di↵erent number of free parameters, we computed the

Bayesian information criterion (BIC)1 for the two models,

BIC = �2 log L̂(y;M, ✓̂) + k log n, (B1)

where L̂(y;Mm✓̂) is the Maximum-Likelihood of the observed data y under the model M

(i.e. with best-fit parameters ✓̂), k is the number of parameters of the model, and n is

1
e.g. G. Claeskens and N. L. Hjort, Model Selection and Model Averaging, Cambridge University Press,

Cambridge (2008)
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A B

FIG. VII. Fit of the experimental data with a reduced model that does not account for lateral

exchange of receptor-sca↵old complexes. (A) Comparison of model curves for the best-fit param-

eters to experimental FRAP/FDAP curves for GlyR in the control condition (left) and gephyrin

in control and immuno-immobilized conditions (right). (B) Distributions of tje residuals for the

reduced and the full model (with f = 0).

the number of observations. The BIC formalizes the idea of a trade-o↵ between “fitting

the data better” (via the log-likelihood of the data) and “model simplicity” (via a penalty

proportional to the number of model parameters). Under the assumption of independent,

identically-distributed Gaussian noise on individual observations, the BIC becomes

BIC = n log
R

n
+ k log n (B2)

up to additive, model-independent constants. Here, R =
Pn

i=1(yi � ŷi(M, ✓̂))2 is the sum

of squared residuals for the fitted model; the yi and ŷi are the data points and the values

predicted by the model, respectively. In our case, n = 45.

Histograms of the residuals for the original model (with f = 0) and for the reduced

model are shown in Fig. VIIB, further indicating that the reduced model accounts less well

for the experimental data. This is entirely corroborated by the di↵erence of their BIC, with

BICreduced � BICfull > 13. For completeness, we end by stating that the BIC for the full

model does hardly depend on the value of f , as all values lie in the range of (-30.18,-29.45).
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